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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION 

Technical Committee No. 3 Information structures, documentation and 
graphical symbols 

Discussions of the terminology of items in the databases 

This documents contains the inputs for the discussion in the TC3 forum on terminology for the 
items. 



Definition IEC 60617 IEC 60417 IEC 61360 Proposal
Language independant character string used to identify an item, 
unambiguous in the context of the database (and together with identification 
of the standard, within IEC and ISO) (Identity number) (Identity number) Code

(Item) identity, 
specifically: Symbol 
identity, DET identity, etc 

Identity number of the class unambiguous in the context of the actual 
classification scheme Class code Class identity
Identity number of a change within the item that might affect the use of the 
item. Version Version identity
Date when the change leading to a new version was initiated. Version date Version date

Date when the new version was released. Version release date Version release date

Identity number of a change within the item that does not affect the use of 
the item. (Note that the terms version and revision here relates to the item 
per se, and not to the description of the item (a document). In document 
management a version is an identified state of a document in its life cycle, 
recorded so that it can be retrieved as a recordor for distribution purposes, 
and a revision is an approved such state.) (Revision)? (Revision)? Revision Revision identity
Identification of alternate layout of a graphical symbol adapted for specific 
orientations. (Compare ISO-IEC 81714.) [Variant] Variant
Name of phase related to the life cycle of the item. (Values in accordance 
with earlier defined list.) Status Status Status Status level
Language dependant word or phrase describing the item Name (Name) Preferred name Name
Language dependant word or phrase describing the class Class name Name of class
Abbreviated word or phrase describing the item Short name Short name

Alternative name of the item

(Synonyms are 
entered into the 
Name field in 
IEC60617) Synonymous name Synonymous name

Language dependant word or phrase used as an approximate alternative to 
the name (and therefore commonly used at search), without being a 
synonym Usage Usage

[Date of proposal] [Date of proposal] Proposal date Proposal date
Date when the item was made available as a standardized item Date of release Date of release Release date Release date
Date when the item was considered obsolete (for whatever reason, including 
replacement) Date withdrawn [Date withdrawn] [Date withdrawn] Withdrawal date
Only for symbols: Identification that distinguishes different graphical 
appearances of the same concept and having identical names Form ? Form
Identity number(s) of item(s) being alternatives to the present one. (This is 
"graphical synonym". Is there a word for this better than "other"?) Other form ? Other form
Reference(s) to rules (often shared among several items) regarding the use 
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of the item in anticipated context Application note(s) Application note(s)
Rules regarding the use of the present item in anicipated context Notes Application note
Statement that provides additional information to the definition of the item 
and which is essential for the understanding Note Note
Identity number of item(s)used as part(s) of the present item Applies Applies
Identity number(s) of other item(s) of which the present one is a part 
(conceptually and/or graphically?) Applied in Applied in
Classification of the item with regard to the context in which the item is 
intended to be applied Application class Product area Applicable in classes Application class?

Example of limited context(s) for which the item is intended
Example of 
application class Example of application?

Classification of the item regard the activity performed by the object that the 
item represents in anticipated context. (In IEC60617 the classification is 
according to IEC61346, in IEC60417 the principles behind the defined 
classes is more vague.) Function class Function class Function class
Classification of the item with regard to the predominant graphical shape(s) 
in the symbol Shape class Shape class Shape class

Classification of the property with regard to established classification system Class Property class
List of terms characterizing the item (or rather corresponding object) Keywords Keywords Keywords

Identity number of document being the source of the present item Publication reference
Publication 
reference? Source reference Source reference

List of identity numbers of documents in which the item was/is (also) 
published. (Edition number and or year should be included as appropriate.) 

Publication 
reference? Published in Publication references

Identity number of the item which is replaced by the present item Replacing Replacing? Replacing
Language dependant textual description with regard to how the present item 
is presented. (Relevant to symbols: Example: If the name is “AND-gate” the 
remark might be “Three inputs shown”.) Remark Remark
Explanatory text to further clarify the meaning of the definition Remark Remark?
Identity number(s) of the change requests in which the present item is dealt 
with Change requests Change requests (Change requests?) Change requests
Identity of TC and associated publication identity. (Compare Source 
reference and Publication references. Should not TC be hidden from the item 
and shown in the Change request only? It is an internal matter.)

Relevant TC and 
publications Source reference?

Language dependant description of limitations in the use of the actual item Restrictions Restrictions? Restrictions? Restrictions
Name of body entering the item. (Should this really be shown on the item? 
Does it not belong to the Change request only?) Created by

[Graphic] [Graphic] [Figure] ?
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Language dependant statement that describes the concept represented by 
the item in an unambiguous manner that allows differentiation from other 
items. Definition Definition
Identification a specific property of the value of a data element type Data type Data Type
Specification  of  the  type  and  length  of  the  representation  of  the  value  
of a data element type Format Format
Representation of a permissible instance of a data element type as an 
element of a value list Data value Data value
Set of representations of permissible values of a data element type Value list Value list
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Home  Conferences  TC 3 Fora  Database standards (Private) 

Original message

se-per-ake svensson 07-Feb-03, 08:59 AM (CET) 

"Terms used in the item pages"

Dear all, 

In order to find a basis for the alignement of the terminology used on the item pages I have studied the 
actual databses for IEC 60417, IEC 60617 and the pilot IEC 61360, and also compared them to the 
definitions provided in the basic information models 3(Charlottenlund/Task Force)7 and IEC 61360-1, and 
then prepared a matrix with definitions and the actually used terms in the databses, and also proposed 
some terms.  

I have not copied the definitions exactly from the basic documents (the foms was not comparable), but 
just tried to capture the essence in a way that makes them usable in all three contexts.  

The list is not comprehensive but contains merely the termns presently used (and which I have found). So 
please feel free to add to the list what you think is missing.  

I prepared it as an excel matrix, saved it as a htm document which is attached below.  

http://doc.iec.ch/e-techbb/User_files/3e43810b07548a1d.html  

Please comment! The goal is to come up to a set of terms to be used as labels.Language dependant, user 
friendly lables, so they do not necessarily need to comply with the expressions we use in the standard 
models.  

And we are now speaking primarily of the terminology on the "published" item pages presented to a 
normal standards reader. The terminology on the maintenance variants of those pages should be aligned 
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as appropriate, but that is not the main issue.  

One specific thing to align: How to express date consistently. There are a number of them: Should we say 
"Date of release" or "Release date", etc. I have used the last form, but it might be better the other way.  

Please give your first comments to the middle of next week.  

Best regards, 
Per-Åke  

  Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

 Table of contents

 RE: Terms used in the item pages, jphiike, 21-Feb-03, (1) 
 RE: Terms used in the item pages, se-per-ake svensson, 24-Feb-03, (2) 

 RE: Terms used in the item pages, fi-ta-vi, 17-Mar-03, (5) 
 RE: Terms used in the item pages, gb-de-ra, 13-Mar-03, (3) 

 RE: Terms used in the item pages, se-per-ake svensson, 19-Mar-03, (6) 
 RE: Terms used in the item pages, de-ha-br, 13-Mar-03, (4) 

 RE: Terms used in the item pages, se-per-ake svensson, 19-Mar-03, (7) 
 RE: Terms used in the item pages, gb-de-ra, 24-Mar-03, (8) 

Lobby | Topics | Previous Topic | Next Topic 

Messages in this topic 

jphiike 21-Feb-03, 02:16 PM (CET) 

1. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear Mr. Svensson, 

Referring the document 
>http://doc.iec.ch/e-techbb/User_files/3e43810b07548a1d.html  
it is possible that the first and second columns are mixed up. 
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At the first page, they are in the order of IEC 60417 followed 
by IEC 60617, but in the second page and following pages, the order seems reversed. Please check and 
revise it, if you agree.  

From my side I need to post several comments on this proposal, 
let me have some more time because of pushing other business.  

Kind regards, 
Hiroaki Ikeda (SC 3C for IEC 60417) 

  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

se-per-ake svensson 24-Feb-03, 02:28 PM (CET) 

2. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear Prof. Ikeda, 

Yes you are right. The columns have been mixed. I have corrected the file by simply switching the two 
coulmns in the table heading.  

The new file is attached here:  

http://doc.iec.ch/e-techbb/User_files/3e5a38240648dd71.html  

I understand that time is needed, there are quite anumber of terms to comment. I know also that 
Donald Radley has been away for a couple of weeks so I am waiting for his comments as well, and dont 
want to hurry to much.  

With best regards, 
Per-Åke Svensson  

  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

fi-ta-vi 17-Mar-03, 08:37 AM (CET) 

5. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"
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My comment is that it is most important that there shall be one description in the beginning of every 
database topic: Terms and definitions, regarding relevat database. 
These tems are not so clear for database user. 
There is two kind of terms: 
Terms related to database (to symbols etc) 
Terms related to content of database. 

Tapio  

 
  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

gb-de-ra 13-Mar-03, 10:52 AM (CET) 

3. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear Per-Ake 

Your table of comparison of terms has entered into a much more complex area than the issues previously 
discussed in the forum. I would make a number of points :  

1. For IEC 61360, many of the terms are defined in the information model which is published as IEC 
61360-2 and ISO 13584-42 and, as such, could only be changed with considerable difficulty.  

2. The unique identifier for a class or property DET is formed by concatenation of the corresponding code 
and version.  

3. A class also has a coded name.  

4. The table does not include preferred and synonym symbols which are part of the set of identification 
attributes for quantitative property DETs.  

5. The use of graphics differs considerably between the 60617/60417 databases on the one hand and the 
61360 database on the other. In the former case, the graphic is the object being defined and presented, 
the raison d’être for the database. In the latter case, drawings for classes or figures for properties are only 
used to qualify or clarify the definitions, and are on the same level as the Note attribute.  
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6. There is a considerable difference between the concept of ‘Application class’ in 60617 and ‘Applicable in 
class’ for 61360. In the latter case, the concepts of visibility and applicability are part of the information 
model, and the concept ‘Applicable in class’ means that a property DET is used and related to a product in 
that class in the classification hierarchy and has no meaning outside that hierarchy.  

Best wishes  

Donald 
  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

se-per-ake svensson 19-Mar-03, 11:38 AM (CET) 

6. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear Donald, 
Some comments to yours: 

>1. For IEC 61360, many of  
>the terms are defined in  
>the information model which is  
>published as IEC 61360-2 and  
>ISO 13584-42 and, as such,  
>could only be changed with  
>considerable difficulty.  

Yes, I see the problem, and of course there should be as good compliance as possible, but I do not see 
it as an absoulute requirement, provided that we use terms tht are more or less synonymous to those 
used in the model.  

>2. The unique identifier for a  
>class or property DET is  
>formed by concatenation of the  
>corresponding code and version.  
> 
>3. A class also has a  
>coded name.  
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I have some difficulties with the use of the term "code". To me, codes carry a hidden interpretable 
message. (I checked in Oxford dictionary right now and I read it as if I am right in this understanding.) 
The string we are speaking about here is not interpretable, it is just a string of letters and figures that 
can be used to unambiguously refer to an object in a given context. Therefore I prefer identifier.  

We have been discussing this in the context of IEC 82045 also; there we are speaking about document 
identifiers. The problem is the need to add version and revision identifiers SOMETIMES, but normally 
these things can be omitted.  

"Identity number" is sometimes used as term for this "basic part" of the identification, but that creates 
immediately the objection that it is not a number because it might contain letters.  

Could we not use "identifier" as the term for the basic string, and "extended identifier" or "qualified 
identifier", when we mean identifier + revision index + version index? When we reference the object 
then normally and conveniently use its identifier, with the understanding that revision index and 
version index are by default the latest ones, while we use the term "extended identifier" (which is the 
less common case) when we specifically want to point at an earlier (or a later in preparation) one?  

 
>4. The table does not include  
>preferred and synonym symbols which  
>are part of the set  
>of identification attributes for quantitative  
>property DETs.  

They ought to be included. 
> 
>5. The use of graphics differs  
>considerably between the 60617/60417 databases  
>on the one hand and  
>the 61360 database on the  
>other. In the former  
>case, the graphic is the  
>object being defined and presented,  
>the raison d’être for the  
>database. In the latter  
>case, drawings for classes or  
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>figures for properties are only  
>used to qualify or clarify  
>the definitions, and are on  
>the same level as the  
>Note attribute.  

Yes and no.  

In IEC 60617 the database contains concepts (conceptual objects?) for which there is a graphical 
symbol available. The intent with the symbol is to provide a language that allows for the designer to 
express his intent. This has as one consequence that the same graphical symbol can be used for 
different concepts ("graphical homonyms"). (In some cases we also have "graphical synonyms", e.g. 
more or less detailed representations of a transformer.)  

In the printed publication we also had graphics included for explanatory purposes (in the description 
column). These were of the same kind as for IEC 61360, and are now included as attachments to the 
application notes, because of the difficulty to manage the graphics in this context.  

For IEC 60417 the situation os similar, but I think it is fair to say that in this publication no homonymns 
are allowed, and as far as I know there is no explanatory graphics in this database.  

For IEC 61360 there is just explanatory graphics. If we get better possibilities to manage that in this 
context it might later be useful also in the IEC 60617.  

>6. There is a considerable difference  
>between the concept of  
>‘Application class’ in 60617 and  
>‘Applicable in class’ for 61360.  
> In the latter case,  
>the concepts of visibility and  
>applicability are part of the  
>information model, and the concept  
>‘Applicable in class’ means that  
>a property DET is used  
>and related to a product  
>in that class in the  
>classification hierarchy and has no  
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>meaning outside that hierarchy.  
> 
Yes, I agree. We need to treat these things in different ways.  

Best regards, 
Per-Åke  

  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

de-ha-br 13-Mar-03, 08:37 AM (CET) 

4. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear all, 

A few comments from my side:  

1. I agree to Donalds comments that we need to consider the data-model. From my point of view, we need 
not be strictly in line with all terms used in the different data bases because different kinds of users will 
access them. However we should make any effort to bring as much as possible of the terms in line with 
each other. What is important is that any user should clearly understand the meaning of the terms shown.  

2. (Item) identity 
With respect to Donalds comment, I propose to use "(Item) code" in all three cases (in two cases one code 
is as the same time an identifier, in the other case two codes are needed for this purpose). This would 
result in the terms "(Item) code, Class code, Version code.  

3. All the terms With "date" in it 
Question to SC3D: Is it really necessary to have a "Version date" and a "Version release date"? I think, any 
new version can be treated like a new DET, starting with a "Proposal date" and ending-up with a "Release 
date".  

4. "(...) Notes" 
There are several entries , especially for IEC 61360) for giving some kind of explanatory information. Will a 
user undestand the differences (a problem that might occur when proposing new DETs rather than reading 
what is already given)? There is a "Note", a "Remark" and a "Restriction". The latter one might be clear 
enough, but the first two are not.  
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Proposal: Only one "Note"-field and delete the "Remark" or specify to what other information "Note" and 
"remark" are related (e.g. "Note to definition", "Remark to value list")  

5. "Source reference" and "Publication reference" 
This is a tricky thing depending on the viewpoint one takes. 
From the viewpoint of the standard, a source document may be a standard wherefrom e.g. the definition of 
a DET was based on. 
From the viewpoint of a user, e.g of this DET, the source document might be understood as IEC 61360 
itself, because he is dealing with DETs from different sources. 
If I understand correctly, in IEC 61360 the "Publication reference" is meant as the source reference seen 
from a user. This seems not to be the case in the other databases where "Publication reference" refers to 
old standard parts (e.g. IEC 60617). 
My proposal: 
"Source reference" should be seen from the database point of view: where does a definition or symbol 
come from? 
"Publication reference" should be the reference of the database itself, e.g. IEC 61360 in case of DETs. 
"Applied in publication" (if really needed) should refer to standards in which the item is (also) published.  

  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

se-per-ake svensson 19-Mar-03, 11:38 AM (CET) 

7. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear all, 
A few comments, 

> 
>1. I agree to Donalds comments  
>that we need to consider  
>the data-model. From my point  
>of view, we need not  
>be strictly in line with  
>all terms used in the  
>different data bases because different  
>kinds of users will access  
>them. However we should make  
>any effort to bring as  
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>much as possible of the  
>terms in line with each  
>other. What is important is  
>that any user should clearly  
>understand the meaning of the  
>terms shown.  

I agree.  

>2. (Item) identity  
>With respect to Donalds comment, I  
>propose to use "(Item) code"  
>in all three cases (in  
>two cases one code is  
>as the same time an  
>identifier, in the other case  
>two codes are needed for  
>this purpose). This would result  
>in the terms "(Item) code,  
>Class code, Version code.  

See my comment on Donalds comment. I would like to avoid the term "code". Thus: Item Identifier 
(ItemId),Class identifier (ClassId), Version identifier (VersionId), Revision identifier (RevisisonId). This 
is in line with IEC 82045.  

>3. All the terms With "date"  
>in it  
>Question to SC3D: Is it really  
>necessary to have a "Version  
>date" and a "Version release  
>date"? I think, any new  
>version can be treated like  
>a new DET, starting with  
>a "Proposal date" and ending-up  
>with a "Release date".  
> 
>4. "(...) Notes"  
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>There are several entries , especially  
>for IEC 61360) for giving  
>some kind of explanatory information.  
>Will a user undestand the  
>differences (a problem that might  
>occur when proposing new DETs  
>rather than reading what is  
>already given)? There is a  
>"Note", a "Remark" and a  
>"Restriction". The latter one might  
>be clear enough, but the  
>first two are not.  
>Proposal: Only one "Note"-field and delete  
>the "Remark" or specify to  
>what other information "Note" and  
>"remark" are related (e.g. "Note  
>to definition", "Remark to value  
>list")  

I think "Remark to ..." etc is a good clarification.  

>5. "Source reference" and "Publication reference"  
> 
>This is a tricky thing depending  
>on the viewpoint one takes.  
> 
>From the viewpoint of the standard,  
>a source document may be  
>a standard wherefrom e.g. the  
>definition of a DET was  
>based on.  
>From the viewpoint of a user,  
>e.g of this DET, the  
>source document might be understood  
>as IEC 61360 itself, because  
>he is dealing with DETs  
>from different sources.  
>If I understand correctly, in IEC  
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>61360 the "Publication reference" is  
>meant as the source reference  
>seen from a user. This  
>seems not to be the  
>case in the other databases  
>where "Publication reference" refers to  
>old standard parts (e.g. IEC  
>60617).  
>My proposal:  
>"Source reference" should be seen from  
>the database point of view:  
>where does a definition or  
>symbol come from?  

Why not be clear also here: "Definition source reference"  

>"Publication reference" should be the reference  
>of the database itself, e.g.  
>IEC 61360 in case of  
>DETs.  

The publication reference is the identifier of the database: the idenifier of the item, e.g.: IEC 60617: 
S01600  

This is a basic way of writing a reference, which could be included in the general information in the 
database, and does not need a special field on each item page.  

>"Applied in publication" (if really needed)  
>should refer to standards in  
>which the item is (also)  
>published.  

This is useful information at the maintenance and revision of the item (even if it can never be 
complete). One use of this reference could be a reference to enforcement documents, eg CENELEC/EN 
documents.  

Best regards, 
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Per-Åke  

 
  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 

gb-de-ra 24-Mar-03, 03:35 PM (CET) 

8. "RE: Terms used in the item pages"

Dear all 

Some further comments on the various replies by Per Ake and Hans :  

1. I think Per Ake has misunderstood my comment about a class having a coded name. In the data model, 
the coded name plays very much the same role as the short name for a property. In addition, the data 
model requires that the coded name for a class shall be the same as the value code for the corresponding 
entry in the value list of the classifying DET in the superclass.  

2. A careful distinction needs to be drawn among the various document references. For 61360, there are 
TWO source document references defined in the data model - 'source document of definition' and 'source 
document of value'. These are references to documents, typically other IEC standards, from which 
definitions etc. have been obtained. In addition, in the associated database we include a further document 
reference for management purposes which is the identity of the document in which a class or property has 
been published or circulated -  
either 61360-4, CD, CDV etc.  

Regards  

Donald  
  Remove | Alert Edit | Reply | Reply With Quote | Top 
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